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1. ABSTRACT: 

 
In this paper, we present based on local thresholding technique for the binarization. We propose a combine withNiblack 

(N) and Markov Random Fields (MRF) method (NMRF) for binarize from colour or gray images to binary image and 

removing noise. NMRF method calculates a local threshold value for each pixel from a background or foreground image 

and the quality of the binarization is determined by the value of the local threshold. Experiments results for liver cell 

reports on our algorithm can achieve better results for binarization. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Optical Character Recognition (OCR) approaches use image binarization (Thresholding) forvarying text orientation, 

background, foreground, font, lighting and color.  Binarization is one of the key preprocessing steps of form images in 

OCR. The performance of the subsequent steps like word segmentation and recognition are highly dependent on the 

success of binarization [1]. Binarization computes the threshold value (local or global) for each background pixels [3].  

 

Binary images can be obtained from grayscale images or color images. Binarization of these images is not an easy task. It 

is become more difficult when there are a varying illumination, variance of grayscale or color images within the 

background and the object, poor contrast, noise, shape and size for biomedical image. 

 

The main aim of medical image binarization is to split a gray scale or colour document into two groups, which are 

foreground text and clear background.From decades, many different approaches for the binarization of gray scale [4] and 

colour [10] documents have been proposed. Additionally, gray scale binarization techniques can be applied by first 

converting the colour documents into gray scale. The main benefit of binary images is that it decreases computational load 

and increases efficiency of the systems. 

4 

3. RELATED WORK: 
 

Chaudhuri & Pal [6] was proposed novel binarization method. In this technique done for text digitization, correction, 

skew detection, noise removal of pre-processing. Mahmud et al [2] proposed a novel approach for noise removal and 

scaling.Konstantinos N et al [7] has analysed image binarization is of implausible value in the image examination. In this 

binarization technique has pixel-based binarization approach for machine printed has been proposed. 

 

V Rabeux et al [8] was proposed on calculation model binarization errors.  In this model to calculate degradation of image 

by using different features based on the strength and position of the images.Kasturi et [11] scanned document image often 

contain noise that arises due to scanner, quality of printer, age of the reports, etc. The objective in the design of a noise- 

filter is that it should remove as much of the noise as possible while retaining the entire signal.  

 

These techniques are preferable to be applied in caseswhere the text blocks contain noise that must be removed 

 

3.1  Niblack Method(NM) 
 

Niblack method [5] is based on the local threshold. In this method takes each pixel of the image are calculates for 

foreground or background according to a local threshold determined by their neighbouring pixels. The local threshold 

LT(x, y) is computed by using the mean m and standard deviation s, of all the pixels in the image, and is denoted as:  

 

LT(x, y)  m(x, y)  k *s(x, y)                   (1) 
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 where m(x, y) is the average of a local area and s(x, y) and standard deviation values of each pixel, and k is fixed to -0.2 

by authors. It is used to adjust how much the total print object edge is taken by given objectand has a value between 0 and 

1. It always identifies the text regions correctly as foreground and background. It also significantly more time consuming 

and computationally expensive. But itproduces a large amount of binarization noise in non-text regions also. 

 

       3.2   Markov Random Fields (MRF) 

 
MRF [9] method proposed by Lelore and Bouchara for binarization which can remove noise and improve the character 

connectivity. This method can be designed to produce a solution of an already binarized form. In this way binarization 

and deconvolution be performed jointly. An energy function is defined that is comprised of two terms. The first term 

expresses coherence with the data, while the second one is related to the MRF model. 

 

zˆ = arg max z Pszx(z)P(f|z)                             (2) 

 

The P(f|z) depends on the observation and the noise process. Given a reliable estimate of the text gray value(s), 

background gray value(s) and the variance of the noise process. 

 

P(f|z) = (2πσ2 n ) −N/2 exp||c(z) − f||2 2σ 2 n        (3) 

 

where c(z) is the function delivering the text gray value for text pixels and background gray value for background pixels.  

 

4. PROPOSED FRAME WORK: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. PROPOSED WORK: 
 

A challenging problem for image binarization from medical report images, due to complex background and unknown text 

color. In this method proposed for image binarization based on Niblack and MRF is proposed. It always identifies the text 

regions correctly as foreground and background. It’s also significantly more time consuming and computationally 

expensive which can remove noise and improve the character connectivity.  

 

The edges are well identified by Niblack method and text pixels having simple background are extracted and removing 

noise by MRF method. To reach better image binarization, the advantages of both the techniques are combined to calculate 

a new local threshold using below algorithm. 

 

Algorithm: 

 

Step1: Input Colour Image or Gray Level Image 

Step2: Calculate the threshold value using          

           function (1) 

Input                     

(Colour or Gray Images) 

Threshold value calculated by 

function (1) in Niblack Method 

Calculate Function (3) in MRF 

method for removing noise 

Threshold Value Calculated by 

function (2) in MRF Method 

 

Result(Binarize Image) 
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Step3: Calculate the value using function (3) for removing noise. 

Step 4: Calculate the threshold value using function    (2). 

Step5: Binarize Images. 

 

Initially, local threshold values are calculated by Niblack and MRF method. First the threshold value calculated by the 

Niblack method for saving time then we calculated threshold value by MRF method for removing noise. Finally, we 

enhanced by different weight values before threshold calculation for best binarization images. Experimental results of the 

proposed hybrid approach are well satisfied compared to Niblack and MRF method. 

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

 We implemented our proposed binarization method for liver cell pathology report images. We collected these images we 

collected from various hospitals for our experiments. It consist of complex background, blur and similar foreground 

background colours.To evaluate the performance of proposed binarization algorithm, we compare it with the well-known 

thresholding based binarization techniques like Niblack [5], MRF [9] method. The results of these methods were compared 

with the results achieved by our method.  

 

All these methods have been evaluated for a window size. All the implementations of the proposed method are done Mat 

lab. The proposed method takes 32 seconds on average to produce final binary result for an image on system. 

 

 

 
 

Fig1: Original Image 
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Fig 2: Niblack Method 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3: NMRF Method 
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7. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a hybrid binarization method for liver cell pathology report. It performs better than existing methods. When 

the binarization problem is created in a principled framework for various kinds of noise presented in scanned images. Proposed 

binarization method results obtained by each iteration and produces clean binary images. Experimental results demonstrates that 

we clearly outperform the well-known local thresholding based method 
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